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• Determination of ZH couplings 

• Access to CP-properties of H 

  Why important? Are there additional sources for CP violation in Higgs sector? 

Baryogenesis: creation of the asymmetry between matter and anti- matter in the 
universe requires a strong first-order electroweak phase transition (EWPT) 
First-order EWPT does not work in the SM 
The amount of CP violation in the SM (induced by the CKM phase) is not sufficient to 
explain the observed asymmetry between matter and anti-matter in the universe  

First-order EWPT can be realised in extended Higgs sectors could give rise to 
detectable gravitational wave signal  

                      ⇒ Search for additional sources of CP violation  

But: strong experimental constraints from limits on electric dipole moments (EDMs) 
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What’s the problem?

H     ZZ, WW,γγ H     tt,ττ, µµ

most cases: suppressed AVV coupling,  
i.e. even if sizable CP-odd component 
     ‘no’ deviation from pure CP-even!

Higg to fermions  more democratic 
CP-even and -odd may be similar 

deviation ‘easier’ feasible

2205.077152
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Strategy to work on CP-measurements in HZ and ZZ-fusion: Define CP-odd quantities 

a few examples just as teasers …
unpolarized beams: ZZ-fusion

work in progress
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Strategy to work on CP-measurements in HZ and ZZ-fusion: Define CP-odd quantities 

a few examples just as teasers …
transversely-polarized beams: HZ

work in progress

so far only √s=250 GeV…. 
not yet exploited at higher energies 
not yet exploited ZZ-fusion 

…..work in progress….. 

you are welcome!
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Sections:

just ongoing,….please feel welcome to join!
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Open Topics, working areas, summary so far:
• Pheno area:  CP-odd quantities in HZ, VV-fusion, HVV couplings,  trilinear couplings etc., detailed 

model specific studies versus EFT studies, optimal observables versus ang/kin observables, impact of 
ISR and FSR, …… 

• MC area: non-zero CPV mixing not yet included, detector-specific issues cc, full spin &polarization 
information, ISR, FSR,…. 

• Target areas: τ reconstruction including polarization, in general q, qbar separation, angular 
reconstruction, (electron tracking) to small polar angles, hermeticity, b-tagging efficiency uncertainty, 
triple product reconstruction, inclusion of systematic uncertainties in global analyses,…. 

CP properties of Higgs crucial and requires  both high luminosities and energies from 
250 GeV - 1 TeV! 

                                                      AND NOW  YOUR  IDEAS ! 


